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AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS

(Maximum marks: 100)

fTime: 3 hours

PART - A

(Maximum marks: l0)

Marks

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

l. List any two flight and navigation instument

2. Define pitot - static system with respect to an aircraft.

3. Define Mach number.

4. Write the two propertics of a glroscopc.

5. What are the two principal methods used in flight data recording ? (5x2 = l0)

PART - B

(vlaximum marks: 30)

I Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

l. Explain about the effect of lever length and lever angle in input ouput relationship

of a lever mechanism

2. Write a short note on colored displays used in aircrafts.

3. Describe with a neat sketch, the basic form of a pitot-static probe used in an aircraft.

4. Blaborate on the workrng of'aneroid barometer with the help of appropriate diagram.

5. Illustrate about the degrees of rotational freedom of gyroscope.

6. Describe about the methods for driving rotors of gyroscopic flight instruments.

7. With suitable diagrams explain about the two types of thermocouples employed in

thermoelectic indicating system. (5x6 = 30)
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PART - C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer ore full question from each rurit. Each firll question carries

(a) Draw the circuit of typical heating circuit arrangement in pitot tube.

(b) Explain the operation of vertical speed indicator under the flight conditions :

(i.1 level flight (ii) descent

UNtr - III

(a) Briefly explain about the principle of gyrc horizon with suitable diagram.

(b) Describe about the operating principle of electical tachometer systems.

(a) Explain the constnrction and working of tacho probe and indicator systems.

(b) List down the factors which the properties of a gyroscope depend upon.

Uhlrr - IV

(a) Explain the working of radiation plrometer for exhaust gas temperature measurement

in aircrafu.

(b) Explain the working of inductor pressure transmitter with diagram.

(a) Illustrate the working of capacitance type fuel gauge system used in aircrafu.

(b) Illustrate the construction and working of a pressue switch.

Marks

15 marks.)

Untr - I

(a) Explain temperatue compensation system using bimetal strips in measuring instruments. 8

(b) Explain about LCD displays. 7

On

(a) With neat sketch explain head up display system used in aircrafts.

(b) Explain how zero adjusfrnent is done in a hair spring mechanism.

Urrr - II

(a) Describe the working of an air speed indicator with suitable diagrams.

ft) Elaborate on the sensing and transmission of pitot and static pressures with suitable

diagrams.
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